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Environment
ISO 14001

Quality 
ISO 9001

Specifications:
Part Number: 2199938. Hardware: Body - 304 Grade Stainless Steel; Karabiner - Auto lock, Zinc Plated Steel, minimum tensile strength 
22 kN. Capacity: One user - 140 kg (user and tools). Weight: 2.3 kg. Compatibility: PROTECTA RailDog Hi-Vis Sliding Rail Anchor is 
designed for use with Protecta approved components and systems. Standards: OSHA 1910.66, OSHA 1926.502, ANSI Z359.1. Country 
of Origin: U.S.A. Special Instructions/Conditions of Use: Reading user instruction manual prior to use is essential.

High Strength Autolock Karabiner
With a 22 kN rated gate and overall strength, 
this karabiner allows the user to tie-off using 
a standard double action snap hook and 
eliminates side load hazards and the risks of 
accidental disengagement (roll-out)

Stainless Steel Construction 
Rugged corrosion resistant stainless 
steel construction provides high strength 
for maximum durability in the toughest 
of environments and strong and safe 
connections

Versatile Size Range
Accommodates a wide range 
of rail sizes and profiles from 
69.9 mm to 82.6 mm

High Visibility Label
Provides increased visibility 
and protection to rail workers 
in low light conditions

Elongated Karabiner Slot
20 mm elongated slot ensures 
smooth travel and helps reduce 
karabiner jamming

Lightweight, Compact and Portable
Compact and lightweight design makes 
transporting and attachment to the rail simple, 
fast and easy

The Protecta® RailDog™ Hi-Vis Sliding Rail Anchor provides a mobile anchor point allowing workers that are either working 
on a railway, or crane rail runway, with less than 15 degrees of slope, a compliant means to anchor a personal fall arrest 
system. The RailDog allows the user to quickly and easily attach the anchor unit to the rail and then connect their shock 
absorbing lanyard.

The anchor has been designed with the ability to slide along the rail to provide some horizontal movement, however it is 
not designed to pass rail splice plates.

Protecta® RailDog™ Hi-Vis Sliding Rail Anchor

Fast & Easy Installation Quick and easy to install - no tools required, simply attach the anchor in 3 easy steps 
and then connect your personal fall arrest system

Step 1: Remove karabiner and 
separate RailDog halves

Step 2: Place RailDog halves around rail 
head and slide the sections together

Step 3: Lock the sections together 
with the supplied karabiner




